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Small Encyclopaedia Of Chess Openings
Every chess player needs a set of openings he can trust!
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • “You wouldn’t expect a comic novel about a dictionary to be a thriller too, but this one is. In
fact, [it] is also a mystery, love story (two of them) and cliffhanging melodrama.” —The New York Times Book Review An
award-winning novel that chronicles the charming misadventures of a lovelorn Victorian lexicographer and the young
woman put on his trail a century later to root out his misdeeds while confronting questions of her own sexuality and place
in the world. Mountweazel n. the phenomenon of false entries within dictionaries and works of reference. Often used as a
safeguard against copyright infringement. In the final year of the nineteenth century, Peter Winceworth is toiling away at
the letter S for Swansby’s multivolume Encyclopaedic Dictionary. But his disaffection with his colleagues compels him to
assert some individual purpose and artistic freedom, and he begins inserting unauthorized, fictitious entries. In the
present day, Mallory, the publisher’s young intern, starts to uncover these mountweazels in the process of digitization
and through them senses their creator’s motivations, hopes, and desires. More pressingly, she’s also been contending
with a threatening, anonymous caller who wants Swansby’s staff to “burn in hell.” As these two narratives coalesce,
Winceworth and Mallory, separated by one hundred years, must discover how to negotiate the complexities of life’s often
untrustworthy, hoax-strewn, and undefinable path. An exhilarating, laugh-out-loud debut, The Liar’s Dictionary celebrates
the rigidity, fragility, absurdity, and joy of language while peering into questions of identity and finding one’s place in the
world.
The new definitive standard on opening chess play, this all-inclusive guide covers every important chess opening and
variation ever played with an exhaustive total referencing more than 1,000 openings and variations. A powerful tool
showing the insights, concepts, and thinking behind each opening, this is a serious reference work for both beginning and
intermediate players.
The book discusses in detail the chess opening known as the Rubinstein Attack, and presents analysis and typical
games in all the main branches of the opening. This opening system for White can provide the basis for a solid opening
strategy that nevertheless provides great opportunities to launch effective attacks against the enemy king. It has been
used by many top chessplayers and has been seen in many important tournament encounters. The author presents key
middlegame concepts in fully annotated games, so that the reader learns how to carry out the various forms of attack.
See other books by Dr. Schiller: Of Kings and Pawns: Chess Strategy in the Endgame, US $17.95
Improve your chess game the fast and easy way You never get a second chance to make a first impression?especially in
the game of chess! Chess Openings For Dummies gives you tips and techniques for analyzing openings and strategies
for winning chess games from the very first move you make! This friendly, helpful guide provides you with easy-to-follow
and step-by-step instructions on the top opening chess strategies and gives you the tools you need to develop your own
line of attack from the very start. Includes illustrations to help ensure victory Equips you with the tools and strategies to
plan a winning strategy Also serves as a valuable resource for curriculums that use chess as a learning tool Whether
you?re a veteran or novice chess player, Chess Openings For Dummies is the ultimate guide to getting a grip on the
openings and variants that will ensure you have all the right moves to open and win any chess game.
Grandmaster Tony Kosten concentrates on aggressive treatments of the English - an approach that has brought him
great success in tournament play. His book provides everything you need to start attacking with the English Opening,
supplying players of the white pieces with a set of weapons that will equip them to challenge any opponent they face.
There is an ideal balance of explanation and analysis, and practical examples illustrate the key themes.
Every chess player needs to decide which openings he is going to play. But where do you start? The risk of drowning in
the turbulent sea of opening theory is only too real for beginning amateurs. Often your goals and ambitions will be
misguided. If you are trying to win in 20 moves, copy what’s in fashion among top-GM’s or memorize variations, you are
wasting your time. Most likely you will never get to play your ‘preparation’ and end up aimlessly switching from one
opening to the other. Experienced French chess trainer Vincent Moret provides a complete, ready-to-go chess opening
repertoire for White with a sound set of lines that do not outdate rapidly, do not require memorization and are easy to
digest for beginners and post-beginners. To show the typical plans and the underlying ideas in the various lines of his
repertoire, Moret not only selected games of grandmasters. He mainly uses games of young, improving players to
highlight the errors they tend to make. With many exercises to test your understanding of the ideas behind the repertoire.
This book would bring something new into your chess library. In computer era focus is usually on openings. Watching
broadcasts new generations rather choose games with favorite opening played seeking for some interesting idea or even
brilliant novelty. I offer and recommend different concept, based on famous Soviet chess school. Focus should be on
understanding strategy concepts, principles and inner logic. Fashionable opening lines will be forgotten (or re-evaluated)
sooner or later, but understanding cannot be lost and can be only upgraded. It is sad to see some player well equipped
with opening lines, unable to realize big positional advantage in deep endgame. So, our advice is to learn about Strategy
and Logic. The book is highly recommended for club players, advanced players and masters, although even higher rated
players can find a lot of useful things for themselves. There is no doubt lower rated players will learn a lot about thinking
process and making decisions, while some logical principles can be good advice for strong players also.
Grandmaster Repertoire is a series of high quality chess books based on the main lines, written by strong grandmasters. The aim is to
provide the reader with a complete repertoire at a level good enough for elite tournaments, and certainly also for the club championship.
Grandmaster Repertoire 8 -- The Grünfeld Defence offers a repertoire for Black against 1.d4. Avrukh's two previous Grandmaster Repertoire
books for White received universal rave reviews and have been hugely influential on chess players all over the world, including at the very
highest level. This volume covers lines such as the Fianchetto variation, the Russian variation with 4.Nf3 and 5.Qb3, Bf4 lines, Bg5 lines, and
all White's minor tries.
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"Compared with the other books in this series, substantially more space is given to the analysis of the opening problems that confront a
player in a particular game. The first half of the book is altogether devoted to opening preparation (although, as you will see, not only to this),
and also in the second half nearly every game is accompanied by detailed opening information. The main attraction of chess is its thematic
content. I hope that this book, like the preceding ones, will provide a guide for you through the rich and diverse world of chess ideas, will help
you to perceive the depth and beauty of schemes generated at the board, in tournament or match play, to disclose the causes of mistakes
and to be aware of the hidden forces that determine the plans of chess encounters. As a result you will significantly improve your
understanding of chess, and your practical playing strength will rise." -- Mark Dvoretsky
A reference to every viable chess opening sequence, including dozens of variations of classic, modern, and standard openings
An easy-to-understand guide to chess strategy -- conceptual planning -- has always been the amateur's dream. This book makes that dream
a reality. This comprehensive guide in dictionary form, the first of its kind, makes all aspects of chess strategy quick, easy, and painlessly
accessible to players of all degrees of strength. Each strategic concept is listed alphabetically and followed by a clear, easy-to-absorb
explanation accompanied by examples of how this strategy is used in practice. Such great World Champions as Steinitz, Capablanca,
Petrosian, Fischer, and Karpov have used these strategies in virtually all of their games. Now you can arm yourself with their weapons. As
you incorporate these weapons into your own play, they will enrich your appreciation of the game and lead you to one beautiful victory after
another.
The definitive translation by Dick Davis of the great national epic of Iran—now newly revised and expanded to be the most complete Englishlanguage edition A Penguin Classic Dick Davis—“our pre-eminent translator from the Persian” (The Washington Post)—has revised and
expanded his acclaimed translation of Ferdowsi’s masterpiece, adding more than 100 pages of newly translated text. Davis’s elegant
combination of prose and verse allows the poetry of the Shahnameh to sing its own tales directly, interspersed sparingly with clearly marked
explanations to ease along modern readers. Originally composed for the Samanid princes of Khorasan in the tenth century, the Shahnameh
is among the greatest works of world literature. This prodigious narrative tells the story of pre-Islamic Persia, from the mythical creation of the
world and the dawn of Persian civilization through the seventh-century Arab conquest. The stories of the Shahnameh are deeply embedded
in Persian culture and beyond, as attested by their appearance in such works as The Kite Runner and the love poems of Rumi and Hafez.
For more than sixty-five years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than
1,500 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers
trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as
well as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
'New (4th) and improved edition of an all-time classic The good news about endgames is: • there are relatively few endings you should know
by heart • once you know these endings, that's it. Your knowledge never goes out of date! The bad news is that, all the same, the endgame
technique of most players is deficient. Modern time-controls make matters worse: there is simply not enough time to delve deep into the
position. Jesus de la Vila debunks the myth that endgame theory is complex and he teaches you to steer the game into a position you are
familiar with. This book contains only those endgames that: • show up most frequently • are easy to learn • contain ideas that are useful in
more difficult positions. Your performance will improve dramatically because this book brings you: • simple rules • detailed and lively
explanations • many diagrams • clear summaries of the most important themes • dozens of tests.
An alphabetical guide to the game of chess includes entries for famous players, named openings, laws, strategies, chess and computers,
chess in art and literature, and the origins of the board and pieces
This new 3rd edition has, besides various corrections and improvements, a new introduction and a brand-new chapter called ‘Total Control’.
In this 35-page chapter Grooten adds the final instructive brick to his formidable, yet very accessible, building: inspired by Tigran Petrosian’s
playing style he explains amateurs how to exploit small advantages. With a new set of exercises. ---- Every club player knows the problem:
the opening has ended, and now what? First find the right plan, then the good moves will follow! With this book, International Master Herman
Grooten presents to amateur players a complete and structured course on: how to recognize key characteristics in all types of positions how
to make use of those characteristics to choose the right plan His teachings are based on the famous "Elements" of Wilhelm Steinitz, but
Grooten has significantly expanded and updated the work of the first World Champion. He supplies many modern examples, tested in his
own practice as a coach of talented youngsters. In Chess Strategy for Club Players you will learn the basic elements of positional
understanding: -- pawn structure -- piece placement -- lead in development -- open files -- weaknesses -- space advantage -- king safety -exploiting small advantages. The author also explains what to do when, in a given position, the basic principles seem to point in different
directions. Each chapter of this fundamental primer ends with a set of highly instructive exercises.

Modern Chess Openings is the best and most trusted tool for serious chess players on the market. First published over a
half-century ago, this is a completely revised and updated edition of the book that has been the standard English
language reference on chess openings. An invaluable resource for club and tournament players, it now includes
information on recent matches and the most up-to-date theory on chess openings. Modern Chess Openings is ideal for
intermediate players ready to elevate their game to the next level or International Grandmasters who want to stay on top
of recent chess innovations.
700 Opening Traps is a unique collection of chess moves which set up the opponent to fall into a mating traps. All the
games have been derived from practical play, from amateur to Grandmaster level. Opening traps are useful in blitz play,
Internet play, and usually with players who do not study opening theory. And at one time or another, all players, from
Grandmaster to novice, have fallen for a chess trap or sprung one on some unsuspecting opponent. This books contains
basic chess instructions for the novice as well as hundreds of chess positions that will help even the most experience
chess players master the art of the chess trap. Another great publication from notable chess Master and author Bill Wall!
Chess Story, also known as The Royal Game, is the Austrian master Stefan Zweig’s final achievement, completed in
Brazilian exile and sent off to his American publisher only days before his suicide in 1942. It is the only story in which
Zweig looks at Nazism, and he does so with characteristic emphasis on the psychological. Travelers by ship from New
York to Buenos Aires find that on board with them is the world champion of chess, an arrogant and unfriendly man. They
come together to try their skills against him and are soundly defeated. Then a mysterious passenger steps forward to
advise them and their fortunes change. How he came to possess his extraordinary grasp of the game of chess and at
what cost lie at the heart of Zweig’s story. This new translation of Chess Story brings out the work’s unusual mixture of
high suspense and poignant reflection.
With Weapons of Chess, National Master and highly acclaimed teacher Bruce Pandolfini brings us the most accessible
and easy-to-use chess strategy book ever. Written for beginning and intermediate players, Weapons of Chess is the first
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encyclopedia of chess strategies that doesn't rely on the usual baffling chess notation. There are no symbolic chess
moves, no charts or sequences in chess notation: every move is explained in words. Arranged alphabetically for easy
use and based mainly on pawn formation, the incredibly detailed and thorough entries in this book talk a player through
dozens of common strategic dilemmas, such as "doubled pawn," "bishops vs. knights," and "hanging pawn pair."
Diagrams illustrate the terms, first showing the basic position and then strategically moving to more complicated versions
of it. Players will learn how to formulate plans once they have reached a middlegame, enabling them to make wiser
strategic decisions after the first few moves of the game. Designed for use as a ready reference during actual practice
games, and usable without a chess board, Weapons of Chess is a unique and invaluable resource for any developing
chess player.
A collection of brilliant games of 25 moves or fewer, annotated by one of the world's finest writers on chess. The accent
is on instruction, discussing how the loser might have avoided disaster, and how the winner managed to punch home his
advantage so effectively. An innovative format, with three diagrams per page, enables the book to be read without a
chess set, making it ideal for readers looking for an entertaining book to dip into.
Garry Kasparov was the highest-rated chess player in the world for over twenty years and is widely considered the
greatest player that ever lived. In How Life Imitates Chess Kasparov distills the lessons he learned over a lifetime as a
Grandmaster to offer a primer on successful decision-making: how to evaluate opportunities, anticipate the future, devise
winning strategies. He relates in a lively, original way all the fundamentals, from the nuts and bolts of strategy, evaluation,
and preparation to the subtler, more human arts of developing a personal style and using memory, intuition, imagination
and even fantasy. Kasparov takes us through the great matches of his career, including legendary duels against both
man (Grandmaster Anatoly Karpov) and machine (IBM chess supercomputer Deep Blue), enhancing the lessons of his
many experiences with examples from politics, literature, sports and military history. With candor, wisdom, and humor,
Kasparov recounts his victories and his blunders, both from his years as a world-class competitor as well as his new life
as a political leader in Russia. An inspiring book that combines unique strategic insight with personal memoir, How Life
Imitates Chess is a glimpse inside the mind of one of today's greatest and most innovative thinkers.
Caruana's Ruy LopezA White Repertoire for Club Players
Tactics Time 2 presents 1001 fresh and instructive positions that Tim and Anthea have assembled from real amateur
chess games, leaving you able to spot relatively simple patterns like a knight fork, an overloaded piece or a weak back
rank.
Chess Openings explains the principles which underlie correct opening play and shows how they can be developed to
produce strong positions for attack and defense in different situations. Mike Basman consolidates these lessons by
investigating five classic openings—the Queen's Gambit, Giuoco Piano, Nimzo-Indian, Morra Gambit, and Sicilian
Dragon—which together can be used to form the basis of a formidable opening repertoire.
The Caro-Kann is one of Black's most reliable answers to 1.e4. It is a regular favourite of elite players, who know that
computer-aided preparation now threatens the sharpest lines of the Sicilian or Ruy Lopez (at the very least with a forced
draw). The Caro-Kann is less susceptible to such forcing lines -- Black sets out to equalise in the opening, and win the
game later. Lars Schandorff reveals a bullet-proof opening repertoire and lucidly explains how Black should play the
middle and endgame. Features: A complete repertoire against 1.e4 with 1...c6; Written by an eminent opening expert; A
rock-solid grandmaster repertoire.
I suggest you look inside: to check that you will understand to see 17 out of the 101 patterns to see figurines instead of
piece initials to appreciate the neat diagrams to link to sample games This ebook is a combination of "Fundamental
Chess Patterns 1-50 and 51-100", a directory of 101 patterns to be used as a reference, AND the complete analysis of
the following patterns: Critical squares, Illusory Pin, Smothered Mate, Attack to the castled King. It presents on my web
site one game for most of the patterns. With a small increase of price, the size increases to more than 500 pages, with a
lot of diagrams (300 total) to help understanding the patterns It is not easy for beginners and intermediate players to learn
how to play chess and improve their game. Instead of learning mainly through practice (which could take years) or the
study of the games of Masters (difficult and easily forgotten, trying reverse engineering on things one does not
understand), this book presents a toolkit of weapons: essential patterns that are necessary to know in order to play well!
What you need to know before reading this book: * How to use algebraic chess notation * The ability to visualize at least
4 plies without a board * Standard tactical devices, such as Counting, Forks, Skewers, Pins What you will learn in this
book: * Basic patterns that every player must know * How to improve your game * How to use Opposition and Critical
Squares What you will NOT get, and why: * Capablanca: nobody can learn to play well merely from the study of a book, it
can only serve as a guide, and the rest must be done by the teacher There is no limit to what is available to a chess
student today: you can find gigabytes of books, software, and video - a jungle in which the student can go astray. It is
well known that strong players see a position broken down into elementary groups (chunks), each having specific, known
characteristics. This is due to the huge number of games they have played, analyzed and retained in memory. As a
result, they immediately recognize winning patterns. This book includes NO puzzles, BUT a selection of 101 patterns
chosen from among the essential patterns. They need to be engraved in your mind, so that you recognize them
immediately (regardless of which side of the board you are on), without any doubt or hesitation. These are all patterns
that are essential to know in order to be able to play well. They are not endless lists of moves, which would be impossible
to remember, but rather positions that occur frequently, that you can learn to recognize without thinking, the way Masters
do. Are all these patterns known? Sure they are, but this is not the point. A GM knows over ten thousand, a CM about
200, but what about you? Can you afford not to know these few key patterns? Novice and intermediate players are the
target of this book, class B (1700 rating or less). Periodically going through these patterns will help you avoid losses, win
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more games, and reduce your thinking time. If only one of these patterns was unknown to you (or you were uncertain
what to do when you saw it), your learning time will not be wasted. If already know them all, and have never fallen victim
to any of them, then great, play tournaments and enjoy Evelyne Nicod's cat illustrations. New! You can see for free on
scacchi.vecchilibri.eu/partite (copy the link to your browser) many related games, with English comments. Follow through
and download PGN. Appearance is simple and neat, and diagrams start at the appropriate move. An Internet connection
is needed.
Chess Explained is a new series of books about chess openings. They are not theoretical works in the traditional sense,
but more a series of lessons from a chess expert with extensive over-the-board experience with an opening. You will gain
an understanding of the opening and the middlegames to which it leads, enabling you to find the right moves and plans in
your own games. It is as if you were sitting at the board with a chess coach answering your questions about the plans for
both sides, the ideas behind particular moves, and what specific knowledge you need to have. The Queen's Indian is an
important and popular opening at all levels of play. Black's flexible stance allows him to choose between a range of solid
and dynamic structures. In turn, White can play flexibly, opposing Black's fianchetto, or can try to force the pace in the
centre and start a hand-to-hand fight. It is an opening rich in nuances, and many of the modern main lines involve moves
that look extravagant, but are backed up by a deep underlying logic.
In the Ruy Lopez chess opening White immediately starts the battle for the centre, fighting for the initiative. This strategic
clarity has made the Ruy Lopez, or Spanish Opening, an eternal favourite with chess players at all levels. Inevitably, this
popularity has also led to a wealth of opening theory. In this book, Fabiano Caruana takes you by the hand and lays out a
complete and practical White repertoire for club players. He avoids chaotic lines, but loves to punish Black tactically for
risky choices. In this concise and crystal-clear repertoire book Caruana explains general characteristics, such as
permanent weaknesses long-term goals, and is always looking for an advantage for White. The insights of the World #2
in this classic opening, will not only greatly improve your results in the Ruy Lopez, but also sharpen your general chess
knowledge.
Wilhelm Steinitz, the winner of the first official World Chess Championship in 1886, would have rubbed his eyes in
disbelieve if he could have seen how popular chess is today. With millions of players all around the world, live internet
transmissions of major and minor competitions, and educational programs in thousands of schools, chess has truly
become a global passion. And what would Steinitz, who had financial problems his whole life and died in poverty, have
thought of the current world champion, Magnus Carlsen, who became a multi-millionaire in his early twenties just by
playing great chess? The history of the World Chess Championship reflects these enormous changes, and Andre Schulz
tells the stories of the title fights in fascinating detail: the historical and social backgrounds, the prize money and the
rules, the seconds and other helpers, and the psychological wars on and off the board. Relive the magic of Capablanca,
Alekhine, Botvinnik, Tal, Karpov, Kasparov, Bobby Fischer and the others! Andre Schulz has selected one defining game
from each championship, and he explains the moves of the Champions in a way that is easily accessible for amateur
players. This is a book that no true chess lover wants to miss.
This volume considers the Russian writer Bulgakov's work, The master and Margarita. It opens with the editor's general
introduction, discussing the work in the context of the writer's oeuvre as well as its place within the Russian literary
tradition. The introductory section also includes considerations of existing translations and of textual problems in the
original Russian. The following sections contain several wide-ranging articles by other scholars, primary sources and
background material such as letters, memoirs, early reviews and maps.
When you look at fine connections, it's hard to say exactly what relation "Alice in Wonderland" has to this book, "Through
the Looking-Glass," Oh, it's plainly the same girl, though she seems older, here, and some characters (like Tweedledum
and Tweedledee) appear in both. But she doesn't get there the same way, and doesn't refer to her adventures in
Wonderland so much as once. Oh well: maybe it's all a dream and she can't remember the last one -- or maybe the
magic through the Looking-Glass has hold of her, just as it has hold of Humpty Dumpty, or the Walrus and the Carpenter.
White Goes for the Jugular The Danish Gambit, 1.e4 e5 2.d4 exd4 3.c3, is one of the most aggressive chess openings
ever devised. Dynamite was invented by a Swede, Alfred Nobel. The book you are reading now, however, was not
written by Nordic players. Instead, Grandmaster Karsten Müller and FIDE Master Martin Voigt bring a touch of German
method to the analysis of the explosive group of classical open games where White goes for out- and-out attack based
on an early e4, d4 and Bc4, often with c2-c3 to follow. Müller and Voigt do not confine themselves to the Danish Gambit
alone but they examine a whole family of related opening variations that share some common characteristics. Most
importantly, White is ready to offer some material (a pawn or two, sometimes a piece or more). White goes for the jugular
and if Black is not careful he will not even reach the middle game, let alone an endgame...A guiding principle for the
authors of this book is that White will play attacking chess, fighting for the initiative at every move. If Black does not meet
the challenge in an equally determined way, he will surely lose. This is the epub edition of the popular book published in
2003.
"Speaking for myself and for players of my strength, Chess Openings: Theory and Practice is the greatest aid I have ever
seen for preparing for a tournament. Speaking for all other players, the book is a "must." Current thinking on all important
lines is meticulously presented, offering myriad, clear-cut ideas a completely new and effective arsenal of weapons.
"-Samuel Reshevsky, United States Open Champion." Chess Openings Theory and Practice is a remarkable book,
unequaled by any book of that era or since. It is not a mere openings book with long columns of moves followed at the
end by punctuation marks such as + -- or =. It presents opening ideas and games, often including the first game where
each opening was played, plus the history of the opening, the names of famous players who played this opening and the
ideas and plans on which the opening is based. It provides "idea variations." These are variations that may not actually
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occur in actual practice, but are what you would play if given the chance. No other book does that, at least not in English
and not to this extent.
This book contains a comprehensive collection of the shortest decisive games in chess history. It is an indispensable
guide to the pitfalls and traps that lurk in every opening system. An ability to punish errors in the opening is an essential
aspect of modern opening play. All too often players fail to seize their chances to win a crisp miniature game. The
thousands of games featured in this book show how to detect the opponent's errors and take maximum advantage. The
text includes an outstanding and comprehensive collection of games won in 13 moves or fewer, as well as explanations
of the errors made and how to avoid them. This indispensable volume will help sharpen your killer instinct! FIDE Master
Graham Burgess is a highly accomplished and versatile writer on chess, whose 'Mammoth Book of Chess' won the
British Chess Federation Book of the Year Award in 1997. He holds the world record for marathon blitz chess-playing.
The Italian Game (sometimes referred to as the Giuoco Piano) is one of the oldest openings around, and also one of the
first lines a player learns when he or she is introduced to chess. It leads to play that is easy to understand: both sides
develop their pieces logically and begin attacks on the opposing kings. The Italian Game gives both White and Black the
opportunity to play either aggressively and in gambit fashion, or in a restrained and positional manner. One of White's
most exciting and attacking options is the legendary Evans Gambit, which has been brought back into the limelight in this
modern era by such uncompromising players as World number one Garry Kasparov, Alexander Morozevich and
England's Nigel Short. In this book, openings expert Jan Pinski investigates the different strategies and tactics in the
Italian Game and Evans Gambit. Using model games for both White and Black, Pinski provides crucial coverage of both
the main lines and offbeat variations. This book arms the reader with enough knowledge to play the Italian Game and
Evans Gambit with confidence. * Written by well known opening theoretician * A useful guide for club and tournament
players alike * All main lines are covered
At age 97, Yuri Averkakh is the World's Oldest still living chess grandmaster and is still active in chess. In the ending, the
advantage of a single "insignificant" pawn can frequently prove decisive, as that pawn inexorably pushes forward and is
finally able to reach the last rank and is able to transform itself into a queen.
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